Please cite this article as: Chai, Y., Li, L., Huber, L., Poser, B.A., Bandettini, P.A., Integrated VASO and perfusion contrast: A new tool for laminar functional MRI, NeuroImage (2019), doi: https:// Abstract 22 Earlier research in cats has shown that both cerebral blood volume (CBV) and cerebral blood flow 23 (CBF) can be used to identify layer-dependent fMRI activation with spatial specificity superior to 24 gradient-echo blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (Jin and Kim, 2008a) . CBF contrast of 25 perfusion fMRI at ultra-high field has not been widely applied in humans to measure laminar activity 26 due to its low sensitivity, while CBV contrast for fMRI using vascular space occupancy (VASO) has 27 been successfully used. However, VASO can be compromised by interference of blood in-flow effects 28 and a temporally limited acquisition window around the blood-nulling time point. Here, we proposed 29 to use DANTE (Delay Alternating with Nutation for Tailored Excitation) pulse trains combined with 30 3D-EPI to acquire an integrated VASO and perfusion (VAPER) contrast. The signal origin of the 31 VAPER contrast was theoretically evaluated with respect to its CBV and CBF contributions using a 32 four-compartment simulation model. The feasibility of VAPER to measure layer-dependent activity 33 was empirically investigated in human primary motor cortex at 7 T. We demonstrated this new tool, 34 with its highly specified functional layer profile, robust reproducibility, and improved sensitivity, to 35 allow investigation of layer-specific cortical functions. 36 37
Introduction 40
Cortical layers are believed to have functionally distinct roles (Lamme et al., 1998; Self et al., 2017) . 41 In principle, different cortical layers are uniquely engaged in feedforward-and feedback-related 42 neural processes. Both layer-specific activity (Lawrence et al., 2017) and connectivity (Rockland, 43 2017) can be used to dissociate bottom-up and top-down cognitive processes and to define functional 44 hierarchy among cortical areas (Stephan et al., 2017) . Mapping activity across cortical layers and their 45 various functional connections would be invaluable for human cognitive research. 46 The only non-invasive imaging tool available for human brain function research is functional 47 magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Most previous fMRI studies were conducted at 3 T with a voxel 48 size of 2-4 mm, which is about the thickness of six cortical laminae together. With increased 49 availability of ultra-high field (≥7T) human MRI scanners, fMRI spatial resolution has been pushed to 50 the sub-millimeter domain, making it possible to distinguish fMRI signals across cortical depth. 51 Although the cortical depth delineation in high resolution fMRI does not directly correspond to each 52 cytoarchitectonically defined cortical layer, it provides highly realistic cortical contours along laminar 53 directions (Waehnert et al., 2014) . 54 Despite the great potential of laminar fMRI research in humans, its widespread application is 55 somewhat tempered by technical constraints. Gradient echo (GE) blood-oxygen-level-dependent 56 (BOLD) contrast is the most widely used approach for human functional brain mapping (Ogawa et al., 57 1990 ). It relies on blood deoxyhemoglobin changes induced by brain activity and achieves the highest 58 general sensitivity among all non-invasive techniques for human fMRI measurement. However, the 59 GE-BOLD signal is susceptible to the draining vein effect, and thus layer-specific microvasculature 60 signal is often washed out by dominant signal from ascending and pial veins (Kim and Ogawa, 2012) . 61 Selective sensitivity of cerebral blood volume (CBV) and flow (CBF) has been demonstrated to 62 provide improved spatial specificity to the activated parenchyma and better localization of 63 layer-specific activity in animal models (Jin and Kim, 2008a) . Arterial spin labeling (ASL) maps 64 magnetically labeled arterial blood water that perfuses into the local tissue (Williams et al., 1992) , and 65 it is the only non-invasive method that allows functional CBF measurement in humans (Kim, 1995; 66 Wong et al., 1997). However, this approach typically suffers from a low contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio 67 (corresponding to a low fMRI sensitivity) and has not been applied to measure laminar activity 68 successfully in a practical fashion (Huber et al., 2017b; Ivanov et al., 2017) . The only non-invasive 69 functional CBV imaging technique in humans is known as the vascular space occupancy (VASO) 70 technique (Lu et al., 2003) . The conventional VASO technique takes advantage of the difference 71 between the longitudinal relaxation times ( ) of tissue and blood, measuring the remaining 72 extravascular water signal at the zero-crossing point along blood recovery after an inversion pulse 73 (IR-VASO). This technique was successfully applied to map the laminar activity in human brain at 7 74 T (Huber et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017a) and 9.4 T (Huber et al., 2018) . However, its non-dynamic 75 and single-time-point blood suppression property makes the IR-VASO approach susceptible to blood 76 in-flow effects (fresh blood flowing in before or during acquisition cancels the VASO contrast) and 77 limits VASO acquisition length (CBV-weighting decays when deviating from the center blood-nulling 78 time point). 79 To take advantage of the good specificity of both CBV and CBF for layer-dependent fMRI 80 research, we propose using DANTE (Delay Alternating with Nutation for Tailored Excitation) pulse 81 trains combined with 3D-EPI imaging technique to acquire an integrated VASO and perfusion 82 contrast (VAPER). DANTE pulse trains consist of a series of low flip angle (FA) radiofrequency (RF) 83 pulses, interspersed with gradient pulses (Fig. 1A) . It has been introduced as a preparation sequence 84 technique for fast black blood imaging applications (Li et al., 2012) . With DANTE pulse trains 85 applied, flowing spins are largely (or fully) attenuated while the longitudinal magnetization of static 86 tissue is mostly preserved. Here, we adopted the DANTE pulse train as a dual-purpose module for 87 blood contrast preparation. First, it is used as a blood-nulling module as the replacement of inversion 88 recovery pulse in conventional IR-VASO. Second, it simultaneously behaves as a blood-labelling 89 pulse train, as in the ASL technique for perfusion imaging. Unlike conventional IR-VASO, where 90 blood-suppression is not dynamic and is only achieved near the single blood-nulling time point, the 91 DANTE modules in the VAPER technique allow measurement of functional CBV-weighted signal 92 during a continuously dynamic suppression of the blood water signal. The functional CBF-weighted 93 signal is concurrently measured in the acquisition after DANTE suppression. We thoroughly 94 introduce the VAPER method and apply it to layer-dependent fMRI research as follows. The general scheme for generating VAPER contrast is to acquire fMRI images between two 98 conditions during an effective repetition time (TR): during DANTE-blood-suppression and after 99 DANTE-blood-suppression. During DANTE, blood signal in the microvasculature of the human brain 100 is nearly nulled to achieve a VASO contrast. After DANTE, fresh blood from outside of the coil 101 coverage flows into the image microvasculature and replaces the nulled blood, generating a perfusion 102 contrast. The signal difference between during-blood-suppression and after-blood-suppression 103 conditions forms an integrated VASO and perfusion contrast, abbreviated as VAPER. This is 104 explained in more detail in the following sub-sections. 105 -6 -106
Blood signal suppression by DANTE 107
DANTE pulse trains ( Fig. 1A) can be used to suppress moving spins above a certain cutoff (2 mm/s) 108 while retaining most of the stationary tissue signal. Since DANTE RF pulses are applied in a 109 non-selective manner (hard pulses in Fig. 1A ), this flow crushing effect occurs throughout the entire 110 RF-transmit field and beyond the imaging slices. We assume that a head-only RF-transmit coil is used 111 here so that only blood signal in the human head is suppressed, while blood magnetization in the body 112 is unaffected. The crucial DANTE parameters are optimized under following considerations (Li et al., 113 2012): (a) the gradient is assumed to be along the direction of blood flow, with sufficient gradient 114 moment to avoid the banding artifact; (b) the number of pulses needed to crush the blood signal to a 115 low steady state is mainly determined by the FA of the DANTE pulses; (c) the pulse interval (t D ) is 116 determined via a tradeoff between the time efficiency of the flow crushing effect and the DANTE 117 banding size. 118
In the human brain, the blood in arteries, arterioles, venules and veins travels faster than the 119 DANTE cutoff velocity (Liu et al., 2017) and thus, can be almost fully attenuated by DANTE pulse 120 trains. Conversely, the blood velocity in capillaries is generally below 1 mm/s (Liu et al., 2017) , and 121 therefore its signal can survive from the direct DANTE suppression. However, the blood in arterioles, 122 whose signal can be almost fully suppressed by DANTE, continuously flows into capillaries. The 123 in-flow blood washes out part of the original capillary blood, which will reduce the signal in 124 capillaries during DANTE. Furthermore because of the exchange of water between capillaries and 125 extravascular tissues, the tissue signal will also be slightly suppressed with DANTE applied. 126
These DANTE suppression effects are incorporated into a four-compartment model, which is 127 schematically depicted in Fig. 1B . We define a gray matter (GM) parenchyma voxel consisting of 128 tissue and three microvascular compartments (arterioles, capillaries and venules, up to about 200 µm 129 in size) (Donahue et al., 2006) . Detailed physiological parameters of each compartment are listed in 130 Table 1 . The evolution of longitudinal magnetization of each compartment during DANTE pulse 131 trains is numerically simulated (Fig. 1C) . A flip angle (α) of 9° and pulse interval (t D ) of 1 ms were 132 adopted for DANTE pulse trains. As shown in Fig. 1C , with more DANTE pulses applied, the 133 longitudinal magnetization of arterioles and venules decays rapidly, nearing zero after about 200-300 134 pulses and thereafter remains stable at this low level. Since venules keep receiving the partially 135 suppressed blood from capillaries, the venular blood signal is slightly less suppressed than that of 136 arteriole blood. Extravascular magnetization is largely preserved compared to the intravascular blood 137 signal. The evolution of capillary magnetization is proceeded in between that of arteriole/venule and 138 extravascular tissue, as shown in Fig. 1C . 
Sequence Design 153
The pulse sequence is implemented in a way to acquire fMRI time series alternating between DANTE 154 (during-DANTE-blood-suppression) and CTRL (after-DANTE-blood-suppression) conditions. Under 155 the DANTE condition, DANTE preparation modules are applied before each segment of a 3D-EPI 156 acquisition (Poser et al., 2010) ( Fig. 2A ). In the DANTE preparation of the first segment, 200-250 157 pulses are applied to enhance the initial attenuation of the blood signal, while only 30-40 DANTE 158 pulses are applied in the subsequent segments (2 nd to N th ) to keep the blood signal at a low steady state. 159
Similar to the VASO method (Lu et al., 2003) , the image signal from the DANTE condition is 160 sensitive to CBV changes ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ). Immediately after DANTE-prepared 3D-EPI, 161 there is a delay time of about 500 ms to allow recovery of the blood signal before starting the 162 CTRL acquisition. This delay time is also critical for the fresh blood outside of the transmit RF-coil 163 coverage to travel closer to the image volume. In the CTRL condition, the sequence arrangement is the 164 same as in the DANTE condition except that DANTE RF pulses are switched off (α = 0°). Due to the 165 limited RF-transmit coverage of the head coil at 7T, the blood outside of the coil coverage is not 166 affected by previous DANTE suppression and will flow into the image volume to replace the nulled 167 blood during CTRL acquisition. The CTRL image signal is thus sensitive to CBF changes 168 ( Supplementary Fig. 1B ). Through the interleaved acquisition of DANTE 3D-EPI and CTRL 3D-EPI 169 ( Fig. 2A ), blood signal is manipulated as being alternately suppressed and boosted across fMRI time 170 series ( Fig. 2B and 2C, details will be explained in the sections of Model simulation below). To further remove any remaining BOLD contamination in the VAPER contrast, we divide the 200 VAPER subtraction time series by the CTRL time series to factor out the exp ( / * ) term ( Fig. 3) . 201
This results in a BOLD-corrected VAPER signal, abbreviated as cVAPER. 202
It is to note that the CTRL and DANTE images are acquired in an interleaved fashion. Thus, they 203 are not acquired simultaneously, and the BOLD correction is inherently based on the underlying 204 assumption that the BOLD contamination is not changing significantly between consecutive time 205 points (Huber et al., 2015) . This means that the resulting BOLD-corrected time courses should not be 206 interpreted with a higher temporal resolution than the effective TR, especially during non-steady-state 207 transition periods between activation and rest. 
Model simulation of VAPER acquisition 219
In order to theoretically evaluate how the alternated DANTE and CTRL acquisitions manipulate the 220 water signal in each microvascular and tissue compartment, the four-compartment model was adopted To test adaptation of the VAPER technique under different vascular environments, three brain 248 areas (visual, motor and auditory cortex) with different blood volume and flow patterns were chosen 249 for fMRI activity measurements. The image resolution was 1 mm isotropic. In three participants, we 250 used a combined motor and visual paradigm with image volume covering both motor and visual 251 cortex ( Fig. 6A ). Both left-hand finger-tapping (thumb-index) and checkerboard flickering tasks 252 (contrast reversing rate, 10 Hz) were conducted in a block-designed manner (30-s stimulation / 30-s 253 rest). 20-30 trials were performed for each participant. In another three participants, the image volume 254 was set to be sagittally oriented and covering the left auditory cortex (Fig. 6C ). The participants 255 listened to a speech in a block-designed manner (30-s speech / 30-s rest) for a total run time of 20-30 256
min. 257
To investigate the feasibility of the VAPER contrast for laminar fMRI research, we imaged the 258 right primary motor cortex of five participants with submillimeter resolution (0.8×0.8 mm 2 in XY 259 plane) ( Fig. 4 ). As the hand-knob region of human primary motor cortex has a relatively straight 260 cortical curvature, we were able to adjust the imaging slice position for each participant to be 261 perpendicular to its cortical surface. In this way, a slice thickness greater than the in-plane resolution 262 can be applied with its consequent gain in sensitivity. The slice thickness was between 1.2 mm and 263 To study the effect of physiological noise on the signal of VAPER contrast, we recorded cardiac 282 and respiratory traces (Biopac System Inc) during auditory fMRI acquisition in seven runs over three 283 participants. In this part, the image volume was sagittally oriented as in Fig. 6C . The spatial resolution 284 was 0.8×0.8 mm 2 in the XY plane and 1.1-1.4 mm in the slice direction. 285
Preprocessing and statistical analysis of fMRI data 286
Motion correction was applied to the images of CTRL and DANTE acquisitions together using 287 image voxels were seen as outliers from the trend. All percent signal changes in the results were 296 computed as the regression coefficients with the step of signal normalization, and all the signal 297 changes of arbitrary unit (a.u.) were generated as the regression coefficient without the signal 298 normalization step. 299
Layer-dependent activity analysis 300
All laminar analyses were conducted in original EPI-space, avoiding blurring and errors arising from 301 distortion correction or registration to a high-resolution anatomical image (Huber et al., 2017a) . 302 CSF-GM borders and GM-WM borders in the hand knob area of primary motor cortex were manually 303 drawn on the cVAPER image as it has a good contrast between CSF, GM and WM (Fig. 4) . The ROI 304 used to generate the cortical depth profile (layer ROI) was confined to the lateral side of the hand 305 knob, also known as M1-4a (Terumitsu et al., 2009 ). We calculated cortical depths based on the Due to a short * time, the magnetization of venular blood mostly decays in the readout direction. 341
The alternately suppressed and boosted blood water signal is most significant in arterioles, and to a 342 lesser extent in capillaries. 343 
VAPER application in visual, motor and auditory cortex 360
In Fig. 6 , we compare the mean image and the task-induced response of different contrasts in different 361 cortical areas. The mean images were computed over each scanning session and shown as underlays. 362
The activity maps of each task are shown as overlays, and the corresponding mean time courses 363 across trials are shown to their right. Fig. 6B is from one representative participant and Fig. 6D is 364 from another. We explained the results separately from two perspectives: image intensity and fMRI 365
response. 366
The blood-suppression effect can be observed most obviously in the arterial vessels. The arterial 367 blood signal is bright in CTRL images while dark in DANTE images (a few typical examples are 368 marked by cyan arrows in the first row of Fig. 6B and 6D ). The venous blood signal is mostly absent 369 due to a rapid * decay and the microvascular signal is unresolvable from static tissue signal. In 370 tissue voxels, the mean signal intensity in the DANTE condition is about 80% of that in the CTRL 371 condition. In CSF areas, the signal intensity between CTRL and DANTE is even closer due to CSF's 372 slow moving-speed (even still) in those cortical areas and a lower / ratio (see Equation 2 of Li et 373 al. (2018)). After dynamic subtraction, in images of VAPER contrast, blood signal is enhanced as 374 bright spots, and static tissue signal is about 20% of that in CTRL images, while CSF signal is almost 375 gone ( Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 ). In BOLD-corrected VAPER (cVAPER) images, there is a good contrast 376 between CSF, GM and WM. In both VAPER and cVAPER images, the image intensity of brain 377 regions is still mainly attributed to the residual tissue signal, rather than the microvascular signal. The cVAPER signal changes are between 5% -20%, which agrees well with the theoretical prediction 409 (Fig. 5) . Fig. 7) . 425
This double peak response feature was consistent regardless of the presence or absence of signal 426 normalization. Supplementary Fig. 3 shows layer-dependent absolute signal changes without signal 427 normalization. Their profiles of signal changes across layers show similar peak responses in 428 superficial and deep layers for (c)VAPER contrast, compared to that with signal normalization. 429
In the CTRL activity map, the task-evoked response shows a strong monotonic decrease across 430 cortical depth, and the distinctions between layers are much less apparent ( Fig. 7 and supplementary 431 
Figure 8. Comparison of spatial specificity of layer-dependent VASO and cVAPER signal changes. (A) 456
For participant 1, IR-VASO and VAPER data were acquired on the same session. For participant 2, 457 IR-VASO data were provided by Huber et al. (2017) , who used the same task in the same cortical area 458 as the VAPER experiment here. VASO and cVAPER contrasts show similar features of the 459
double-layer peak response (marked by black arrows in activity maps). The BOLD contributions to 460
both contrasts have been factored out. The red shaded bars mark the boundaries between CSF and 461 GM (CSF/GM, which is the pial surface), the green shaded bars mark the middle depth of GM 462
(mid-GM), and the blue shaded bars mark the boundaries between GM and WM (GM/WM). 463 464
In terms of spatial specificity, both VASO and cVAPER contrasts show the feature of double 465 response peaks across cortical depth in M1-4a area (Fig. 8) . The secondary peaks at deeper cortical 466 depths are more clearly visible in cVAPER contrast than in VASO. 467 To evaluate the detection sensitivity, we compared the median t-value in layer-ROIs between 468 VAPER and IR-VASO methods as shown in Fig. 9 . The 3D-EPI VASO sequence measures both 469 BOLD and VASO contrasts, while 3D-EPI VAPER acquires CTRL, VAPER and cVAPER contrasts. 470
The signal change detected in CTRL is largely contributed by BOLD contrast so that the CTRL 471 sensitivity mainly reflects BOLD sensitivity. In terms of the statistical t-value, the sensitivity of 472 cVAPER contrast is comparable to that of VASO contrast. The VAPER contrast has a significantly 473 higher sensitivity compared to VASO and cVAPER contrasts, with adequate spatial specificity to 474 reveal layer-specific activity ( Fig. 7 and supplementary Fig. 3) . BOLD contrast extracted from the 475 CTRL images of 3D-EPI VAPER or VASO sequences, has the highest sensitivity but with poorest 476 spatial specificity. 
Susceptibility to head motion and physiological noise 488
Because the DANTE pulse train is a motion-sensitive sequence module, it is necessary to investigate 489 the influence of head motion and physiological noise when DANTE pulses are used for fMRI 490 measurement (Fig. 10 ). Fig. 10A shows the mean cVAPER image from one representative participant, 491
where the white spots in brain regions represent the arterial blood vessels. In insula, the arterial signal 492 is extremely strong (inside green circle in Fig. 10A ), and this region also has the highest signal 493 fluctuation level throughout the brain region we acquired (Fig. 10B ). This strong signal fluctuation in 494 insula spreads into the auditory cortex and causes massive signal variance that cannot be explained by 495 any regressor, expressed as SSE (Full) in Fig. 10B . Compared with SSE (Full), less than 20% of 496 signal fluctuation can be modeled by head motion and physiological regressors. As the image intensity 497 of the DANTE condition is about 20% weaker than that in the CTRL condition, the maps of SSE 498 (Full), ∆SSE (MO) and ∆SSE (PS) all have lower values in the DANTE condition than that in CTRL. 499
The signal of VAPER contrast integrates the variance in both CTRL and DANTE, generating the 500 strongest signal fluctuation. However, the spatial distributions of variance intensity are the same for 501 different contrasts. 502
To quantify the different signal variance across different contrasts, we performed an ROI-analysis 503 across the entire brain region (the overlaid region in Fig. 10B ) and across seven participants. While 504 the mean intensity of DANTE is 82% of CTRL, the SSE (Full), ∆SSE (MO) and ∆SSE (PS) of 505 DANTE are all about 80% of that in CTRL. It means that these signal fluctuation levels are 506 proportional to image intensity, which is a property of physiological noise. As the trace of head 507 motion is similar in CTRL and DANTE time series, the VAPER contrast generated through dynamic 508 subtraction of CTRL and DANTE is less sensitive to head motion compared to the single CTRL or 509 DANTE measurement. In contrast, SSE (Full) and ∆SSE (PS) in VAPER are 17% and 12%, 510 respectively, stronger than that of CTRL, which is a little less than the value (1.28 times of that in 511 CTRL) predicted by $%&'( ) *+ + %&'( ,-. . In this study, a new sequence tool for laminar fMRI research was proposed to acquire an integrated 531 VASO and perfusion contrast. The contrast mechanism was theoretically evaluated using a 532 four-compartment model, and it was found that both CBV and CBF contribute to VAPER signal 533 change synergistically with a similar magnitude. This new contrast approach was tested with 534 successful measurements of brain activity in visual, motor and auditory cortices, where blood flow 535 rates and blood volume patterns are different. Its ability to measure layer-dependent activity was 536 demonstrated in human primary motor cortex and compared with the currently established laminar 537 research tool, IR-VASO. 538 539
Susceptibility to head motion and physiological noise 540
Given that the DANTE pulse train is a motion sensitive preparation module, it seems counterintuitive 541 that DANTE preparation does not introduce extra susceptibility of fMRI signal to head motion and 542 physiological noise. There are some plausible explanations for this contradiction: (i) Head motion step 543 between consecutive image acquisitions is smaller than 0.5 mm in most of our fMRI data. Based on a 544 volume TR of 3 s, the mean motion speed is determined to be less than 0.17 mm/s, which is ten times 545 smaller than the cutoff velocity (2 mm/s). (ii) With extremely rapid head motions, signal evolution 546 during DANTE pulse trains may be interrupted. As long as the head motion is not periodic, 547 magnetization evolution will be recovered to the steady state during the succeeding DANTE pulse 548 trains. In addition, the compromised data time points can always be excluded based on motion 549 estimates and image intensity outliers from the trend of time series. (iii) Respiration and cardiac 550 pulsation can potentially cause periodic motion of brain tissue. This physiological movement may 551 induce tissue signal loss when DANTE is applied, especially in regions of the spinal cord and brain 552 stem (Viessmann et al., 2017a) . This kind of motion is also thought to support the pumping of CSF 553 through the ventricular system and CSF flow in spinal cord has been shown to be suppressed by 554 DANTE (Li et al., 2012) . However, in cerebral cortical regions, we found that the CSF signal was as 555 weakly affected as the tissue signal by DANTE. This indicates that periodic CSF and tissue pulsations 556 in the human cerebral cortex are very slow compared to the DANTE cutoff velocity. Therefore, by 557 comparing DANTE with CTRL signal in fMRI time series, we found that there is no significant 558 increase of signal fluctuation due to head motion or physiological noise when DANTE pulses are 559
applied. 560
Previous literature suggests that BOLD signal is dominated by thermal noise rather than 561 physiological noise at high spatial resolutions (e.g., 1 mm 3 voxel) (Triantafyllou et al., 2005) , which is 562 not consistent with the noise feature observed when using VAPER. In the DANTE condition, the 563 signal fluctuation levels, as quantified by SSE (Full), ∆SSE (MO) and ∆SSE (PS), are 79 -81% of 564 those in the CTRL condition. This is the same as the ratio of image intensities between DANTE and 565 CTRL. As the sequence design is identical except DANTE FA (α = 9° in DANTE and 0° in CTRL), 566 thermal noise should be constant across DANTE and CTRL conditions. In addition, the spatial 567 distribution of the signal fluctuation level (SSE (Full)) matches the vascular pattern very well. All 568 these suggest that the signal acquired by 3D-EPI VAPER is dominated by physiological noise at a 569 spatial resolution of 0.8×0.8×1.2 mm 3 . 3D-EPI VAPER takes about 2.5 s to acquire a 3D k-space data 570 here, which makes it more sensitive to physiological noise. When acquiring a volume image of 24 571 slices with 0.8×0.8×1.2 mm 3 resolution, the susceptibility to physiological noise can vary greatly with 572 different acquisition schemes as listed: (i) 2D-EPI can acquire a slice in about 60 ms, in which the 573 cardiac pulsation and respiration related signal fluctuation can be considered as being frozen; (ii) the 574 original 3D-EPI acquires a 3D-volume in about 1440 ms (60 ms/segment × 24 segments), which is 575 also the timescale of physiological variations; (iii) the acquisition window in 3D-EPI VAPER extends 576 to about 2440 ms (the DANTE module adds 1000 ms), in which physiological signal fluctuates even 577 more. These physiological modulations of 3D k-space data can vary across time series and result in an 578 increased susceptibility to physiological noise. However, this increased signal fluctuation is not 579 caused by any function of the DANTE module but solely by the extension of the acquisition window 580 time in 3D-EPI. In both CTRL and DANTE conditions, the acquisition strategy across time is 581 identical so that this increased sensitivity to physiological noise is the same. 582
This physiological signal fluctuation interacts with the 3D k-space signal, which makes it hard to 583 be linearly modeled out. As shown in Fig. 10, SSE (Full) , which cannot be linearly explained by any 584 physiological measured signal, is more than 10 times of that can be modeled (∆SSE (PS)). In future 585 research, the physiological pulsation modulating k-space signal should be taken into consideration to 586 develop a physiological noise correction approach specific for 3D-EPI and other multishot fMRI 587 acquisitions, e.g., correcting physiological noise segment-by-segment in k-space. 588 589
Comparison of VAPER, perfusion and VASO imaging 590
A unique feature of VAPER contrast is that it incorporates two signal components for optimized fMRI 591 measurement: (i) how much the signal of a parenchymal GM voxel is increased by the inflowing fresh 592 blood in the CTRL condition; (ii) how much the signal of this parenchymal GM voxel is decreased by 593 the DANTE-perfusion attenuated water signal in microvascular and tissue space during the DANTE 594 condition. 595
The first component of VAPER signal is related to perfusion weighting. Its contrast mechanism is 596 very similar to ASL, which reflects the amount of blood delivered into a brain tissue voxel. Unlike 597 ASL, which labels blood in the upstream arteries outside of the imaging volume, VAPER labels blood 598 in all vasculature of the brain including the imaging region. It is difficult to quantify the CBF based on 599 VAPER contrast because the tissue signal in the imaging plane of DANTE and CTRL conditions is 600 not identical. The post-suppression-delay (PSD) time in VAPER sequence can be adjusted to achieve 601 optimal CBF weighting. If the PSD time is long enough that fresh blood has already filled the 602 vasculature of the image volume before CTRL acquisition, VAPER contrast is no longer sensitive to 603 CBF changes and the VAPER approach will simply be a VASO sequence with a mechanism similar to 604 the slab-inversion VASO (SI-VASO) Jin and Kim, 2008b) . 605
The second component of VAPER signal is related to CBV weighting. (i) The main advantage of 606 VAPER-CBV is that DANTE suppresses the blood signal dynamically and continuously, while the 607 blood signal in conventional IR-VASO is nulled only at the zero-crossing point of T1 recovery after 608 inversion (blood-nulling time point). VAPER-CBV works robustly regardless of how strong the blood 609 inflow is or how long the acquisition time window is. In contrast, IR-VASO fails if the inflowing 610 blood arrives earlier than the blood-nulling time point and the CBV weighting decreases when the 611 signal acquisition deviates from the blood-nulling point. Moreover, the main limitation of 612 VAPER-CBV is that VAPER attenuates the blood signal in capillaries more weakly than in other 613 vessels (explained in Fig. 1B and 1C) , while IR-VASO suppresses blood signal uniformly in all 614 vessels (capillary, arteriole and venule). As arterioles contribute about 53% of the total CBV changes 615 during activity (Ciris et al., 2014; Griffeth and Buxton, 2011; Hua et al., 2011) and the * decay 616 during EPI acquisition is more pronounced in capillaries ( * = 16 ms) than in arterioles ( * = 38 ms), 617 VAPER-CBV captures about 90% of CBV changes of the IR-VASO method, assuming no water 618 exchange between capillary and tissue. This 10% loss of sensitivity primarily originates from 619 capillaries, reducing the spatial specificity of VAPER-CBV. Fortunately, this loss in sensitivity and 620 specificity of VAPER-CBV can be compensated by VAPER-CBF signal. 621
Increased activity in neurons and astrocytes surrounding capillaries induces an increase in 622 capillary blood flow and a dilation of upstream arterioles (Kim and Ogawa, 2012) . VASO captures 623 arteriolar dilation and has a relatively good sensitivity, while perfusion mainly measures capillary 624 blood flow and has a better spatial specificity. VAPER seems to inherit the merits of both VASO and 625 perfusion making it a promising tool for laminar fMRI research. We find in our study that the laminar 626 signature of cortical input and output activity (two-peaks feature) is even evident in cVAPER than 627 VASO (Fig. 8) , which can be due to the boosting of capillary specificity by the VAPER-CBF signal 628 component. 629 630
Attenuating or correcting BOLD contamination to improve layer-dependent specificity 631
To maintain the layer-dependent specificity of CBV or CBF weighted signal, it is crucial to minimize 632 or correct the BOLD contribution that arises from EPI acquisition. In the original VAPER contrast, 633 measure layer-dependent activity was demonstrated in human primary motor cortex. Compared with 656 BOLD, this new contrast shows a much better spatial specificity and does not have the problem of the 657 draining vein effect. Compared with VASO, it shows an improved sensitivity and a comparable 658 specificity for laminar function measurement. The VAPER technique, with its highly 659 microvessel-specific functional layer profile, robust reproducibility, and improved sensitivity allows 660 robust assessment of information flow across cortical microcircuits. 661 Table 1 . Physiological parameters and relaxation times that are used in the model. 673 helpful discussions, Gang Chen of the AFNI group for the help in noise analysis, Arman Khojandi of 681 NIMH and the NIH Fellows Editorial Board for editorial assistance. 682
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